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The GREENHOUSE of the municipal library, included 
in your day in this project, is a magnicent glass 
and steel greenhouse, Venlo Dutch system, the 
most advanced in the world, and its inclusion in 
the library facilities aims to complement the
educational and recreational resource intelligent 
than this unique library offers to the lucky users of than this unique library offers to the lucky users of 
Torre Pacheco.

At the time of its value, its potential analysis indicates 
the need to integrate the library installation
as an educational resource for this.

Furthermore, the tropical garden itself constitute 
an attraction unique to the villa, with diversied 
functions: active leisure,training and cultural and functions: active leisure,training and cultural and 
scientic, scenic and iconic frame for the image of 
the municipality, among others.

The facility will become a tropical botanical garden, 
which Intelligent Leisure primary function, integrated 
with the other provisions

Municipal Library, will be supplemented with a wide 
range of diversied and interrelated functions range of diversied and interrelated functions 
synergistically:
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The tropical botanical garden will be built U-shaped path,
started transferring a stone arch themed basalt, is
formed by a tropical boardwalk that lead visitors
from the entrance, to the bottom of the greenhouse down the right side,
and back to the exit on the left side.
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The botanical collection is organized 
in evolutionary sequence, from mosses 
and ferns at the entrance to modern 
plantsat the end of the tour.

All with the support of appropriate 
educational signage for the
educational and recreational function educational and recreational function 
assigned to the botanical garden smart.

The visit was planned as a journey 
through time, through geologic time
to be articulated in the form of garden 
evolutionary sequence of plants over 
time. The trail allows simultaneous 
educational visits and leisure research educational visits and leisure research 
with intelligent.
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A small circular 
garden frames 
the Hortus Botanicus 
input, is the prelude
installation, consists 
of a parterre
English grass ring English grass ring 
with a central circle 
andcolored cobblestone 
land access, and framing
columnar sized 
deciduous giving 
the assembly
ceremonial air that ceremonial air that 
access to the tropical garden
required. 

The set is the 
perfect frame 
for the repre-
sentation
institutional 
educational 
facilities of the facilities of the 
town, and
may be the theater 
presentations and 
technical conferences
outdoors, in the 
months of adequate 
climatology.climatology.
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The park in the state, only
with a concrete road network, and a number of palm trees,
olive trees, yuccas large ficus benjamina, but all design-
mined without order and without any criteria across the 

surface.
The more than 8,000 m2 park are completely

mass stripped naked and bushy and grassy meadow.mass stripped naked and bushy and grassy meadow.
Implement ESSENTIAL LAWN AREAS and

      the necessary mass shrub is impossible without 
landscaping projectconsistent, that appraise 

the items available

ITEMS AVAILABLE:
NETWORK OF CONCRETE ROADS: It is valid and must be
integrated in the project
OLIVE TREES AND PALMS: It is essential, prior
landscaping to any intervention, and as a design strategy,
group and palm trees, generating two masses tree
specific areas that provide shade, currently lacking,specific areas that provide shade, currently lacking,
and two different landscape environments, the Palm and Walk
Paseo del Olivar, which will each shrub understory
Australian tropical and Mediterranean shrubs and aromatic
respectively



Ranger of the pine forest, it will be implemented and furnishings from elements of rustic character, treated wood and wood cafe module, which is
also used, adapted, to create the child kiosk, and the tool magazine of Leisure Gardens.
The existing flower beds, shaped by the magnificent network of stamped concrete roads built in his day also determine joint surfaces so
be provisioned lawn central park cross, drawn by the main beds and include lawns cross three winding contour, one per quadrant, except
of Leisure Gardens area.
Pine forest area is covered with natural meadow, hidro-seeded it will enjoy wildflowers in the appropriate season
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The park fronts alignments presented paths 
Siberian elms, then suggested by the presence 
of a large and beautiful copy in existence.
The side flanks alignments presented privets 
paths and Red Prunus, alternating, are trees 
of small size and great visual impact.

Finally, several large areas of red and earthen Finally, several large areas of red and earthen 
surface yellow groundcover make Olivet under-
growth and Palm, the central area of   the pine 
forest and perimeter areas ordered shrub masses: 
are passable, clean, and great extension allows 
superfiicie subtract total m2 of grass park, which 
offers, however, and ordered a green image
to have all perimeter with grass bedsto have all perimeter with grass beds

Pine forest with cafeteria module rustic-kiosk-store Leisure Gardens

Paseo del Olivar

Palm Walk
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Proposed construction of a 
shade structure for the front 
of the church of San Javier, 
a public space in the center 
of the city, consisting of a 
stone pavement forecourt 
excessively exposed to the excessively exposed to the 
sun, dominant most of the 
year.

It aims to create a set of 
elements suspended on 
the square, instead of a 
single structure supported 
by pillars.by pillars.

Inspiration has come from 
heaven: Groupings of dense 
clouds from the 
Mediterranean Sea, driven 
by easterly winds are common 
during most of the year, and 
his step project a dense shade his step project a dense shade 
that relieves the harsh 
summer sun

We will suspend a group 
of "clouds" made   of 
recycled plastic, the walls 
will be of little thickness, s
o that will have a limited o that will have a limited 
weight, and it will hang 
                     by thin steel 
                      wires and 
                       possibly of nylon
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The landscaping space is an enclosure surrounded by the elements of the complex by
three sides, and open, albeit limited by a fence, across the room, plus
2 sides are a columned porch and the other a closed gallery but glazed corridor.
This will comprise an area of character and vocation to the cloister, accented
this character and vocation for hearth and nobility of the restored manor, and
cultural and museum use to which to allocate the newly finished complex

We propose a recreation of a medieval cloister garden, reinterpreted for useWe propose a recreation of a medieval cloister garden, reinterpreted for use
estancial and dotacional, so that the 4 beds making up the cloister
Traditional are reduced in size and prominence, leaving most of the
free and clear space in the garden center as prairie grass,
sobreelevada subtly shaped small hill from the line of travel
perimeter between beds to the mark with the terrace and built in front of the cafeteria.
Thus, the garden becomes more complex dependence, suitable for
multi-cultural and functional uses beyond mere rest andmulti-cultural and functional uses beyond mere rest and
suggestive contemplation garden that we create will foster
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THE SMALL SCALE
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THE GREAT SCALE

LANDSCAPE PROJECT IN IBIZA CITY, Ibiza City iIbiza Island, Spain 2009 MADRID GREEN CORRIDORS CONTEST__Landscape Study in Madrid, Spain 20012
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE STUDY BARCELONA METROPOLITAN AREA CONTEST, Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain 2010

TERRITORIAL SCALE
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURES

Implantation 
of urban and 
suburban trees 
networks

Enviromental 
regeneration and
control of inland
water

Interurban net-
works
of parks and 
green corridors

Reintroduction
and preservation
of biodiversity in
urban areas
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REHABILITATION CHARLES III WALLS AND ITS SURROUNDINGS, IN CARTAGENA, SPAIN 2005
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